In the Satanic awareness there doesn't exist the right-hand path 'enlightenment' crap. This discussion is about True Enlightenment of Satan. Not some bollock bitches waiting to die. Wisdom is required so one knows their true desires and intentions and works on these restlessly. That means, not spending time meaninglessly into desires that are against one's nature. This occurs because of enemy programming. Enlightenment is entirely related to the Siddhis that occur through meditation. One can't be enlightened if he hasn't grasped and done the simplest thing: That he can alter his reality as he wishes. Other forms of 'enlightenment' or a meditation high, are not enlightenment, just expanded awareness. Enlightenment in Satanism runs deep.

Yes, people don't require the Power of Satan and Kundalini to get bitches and fame, that's blatantly obvious. Neither the oppressed angry kid needs all this power to get back on his enemies from the kindergarten or anyone that says shit to them or have fun with this. But don't worry, serious dedication brings wisdom and wisdom brings power. And through this struggle of meditation, one grows wise and Satan is always in control of the situation. Stupid people yield no power, as power comes to people through serious dedication to Satan and intelligence. So, by encouraging people to grow powerful, we are encouraging them to get wise. Because that's the only way.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
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